
Style NAME World Class STYLE NO. H1380 Date: 7/7/2014

PATTERN REPEAT: 3/8"x 3/8"

SIDE SEAMS

Leave on one side of width the darkest color of yarn,other side leave on the color next to the darkest color

Use a flat head screw driver or row finder to find and separate the above suggested rows.

CROSS SEAMS

SEAM TRIAL

Now use a cushion back cutter to cut along the seperated rows.

Pull both pieces together and shift slightly to interlock tufts on pattern match,if satisfied with pattern match and fit

seam seal both cut edges.

Using a 6 ft. straight edge positioned so that you are removing the darkest band of yarn across the width,before cutting

Using a premum seaming tape to seam the pieces together,move seam iron in direction of carpets pile lay and set

thermostat on 3 to 3 1/2

Follow seaming process with a seam weight no heavier than 10 lbs. its okay to use a star tractor on seam.

Allow seam to completely cool before stretching.

10 lbs,  can use a star tractor to tractor the seam

Some fraying may occur,use knapping shear to trim away.

use the cushion back cutter with blade retracted,  move it back and forth along the straight edge,this will separate the

face yarns, now with blade back into cutting position,  cut carpet along straight edge.

On other edge do the same above procedure,except leaving on the darkest band of color.

Pull both pieces of carpet togather and align the length lines on match.

Seam seal both cut edges

Use a premum seamung tape to seam pieces togather, follow seaming process with a seam weight ,no heavier than 
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